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Introduction

Student loan borrowers are struggling. Right now, 45 million borrowers owe more than $1.7 trillion in student debt. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, an estimated 20 percent of borrowers were in default on their student loans, and the picture is more bleak for borrowers of color. For example, Black students who graduate with bachelor’s degrees default at five times the rate of white graduates and are more likely to default than white college dropouts.

When borrowers are unable to afford the standard payments on their federal student loans, they have several options to avoid delinquency. They may request a temporary pause on payments (through deferment or forbearance) or apply for one of the income-driven repayment (IDR) plans offered by the U.S. Department of Education. And to obtain an IDR plan, borrowers must submit an application documenting income and family size by either (1) providing a tax return or (2) working with their student loan servicers to submit alternative documentation of their annual income.

Figure 1: To enroll in IDR, borrowers must apply and show proof of income using IRS data or "alternative" documentation
There is no publicly available data about the IDR application process and how these two options for demonstrating income compare. As a result, many questions about how these programs are serving borrowers evade clear answers: How many IDR applicants use alternative documentation of income (ADOI) to prove their income? How quickly are their applications processed, relative to borrowers supplying tax returns? How many borrowers need payment relief but never apply because the documentation process is too burdensome? How many borrowers run into a dead end after being thwarted in attempts to prove their income? And importantly, how do outcomes for borrowers of color compare to those for white borrowers?

Even with data lacking, there is reason for concern that, like so many other aspects of the student lending industry, the IDR application process is failing those borrowers who need help the most and, in particular, borrowers of color. For example, recent research shows that Black borrowers are twice as likely as white peers to fall behind on federal student loans without accessing IDR, contributing to disparities in delinquency and default, a phenomenon that scholars associate with measurable disparities across race in the quality of student loan servicing that borrowers are offered. Federal fair lending enforcement officials have similarly noted the presence of “disparities in outcomes” across race related to differences in student loan servicing quality.

This paper considers the role that ADOI plays in creating disparities in access to IDR. It begins by considering the information that does exist about IDR and whether ADOI is indeed giving borrowers a viable alternative method to document income and obtain payment relief. The paper then looks at parallels to and lessons that can be drawn from the borrower experience with the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP), a federal program born out of the Great Recession and designed—like IDR—to help struggling borrowers avoid default. Finally, the paper offers recommendations to policymakers and enforcers seeking to ensure that student borrowers can access payment relief in an effective, fair, and equitable way.
Overview of Income-Driven Repayment and Alternative Documentation of Income

IDR Exists for Struggling Federal Student Loan Borrowers Seeking More Affordable Payments

The Department of Education currently offers four IDR options to borrowers seeking to lower their monthly student loan payments. IDR is available to both borrowers of federally owned Direct loans and borrowers of privately or federally owned loans made under the Federal Family Education Loan Program. Under each IDR plan, the monthly payment amount is established as a percentage of the borrower’s discretionary income. Depending on the borrower’s income and family size, they may even be eligible to make monthly payments of zero dollars. Each IDR plan has a defined repayment period (ranging from 20 to 25 years), after which any remaining loan balance is forgiven. And borrowers enrolled in IDR who work in public service jobs are generally eligible for loan forgiveness after 10 years through the federal Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program.

IDR is the principal avenue through which federal student loan borrowers can lower their monthly repayment obligations while continuing to make progress toward repaying their loans. And policymakers remain committed to this approach for easing individual student debt burdens: then-candidate Joe Biden’s higher education agenda featured a significant expansion of IDR as a central component. Delivering on this commitment, the Department of Education recently included an overhaul of both IDR and PSLF in its first higher education rulemaking agenda under President Biden.

Borrowers Must Navigate Several Hurdles to Access IDR, Especially When Using ADOI

To secure lower monthly payments and get on the path to debt forgiveness, a struggling borrower must enroll in an IDR plan by applying either to their student loan servicer or, in certain circumstances, online on a self-help website administered by the Department of Education. Servicers play a central role in managing IDR plans by making determinations about borrower eligibility, evaluating documentation, and communicating with borrowers. Indeed, while Department of Education regulations set the policy and broad parameters for each
IDR plan, the student loan servicers that process these government-held loans act as gatekeepers\(^7\) to IDR and are the entities actually administering it.

The IDR application requires borrowers to certify their family size and demonstrate their annual income, by providing either (1) their IRS tax return or (2) alternative documentation of income.\(^8\) Borrowers may need to submit ADOI because they did not file a federal income tax return for either of the two most recent tax years or because their income has changed since filing their last tax return. And a significant number of borrowers select this latter option: In 2016, one large servicer stated that about 50 percent of borrowers do not rely on tax return data for their IDR application, but instead self-certify zero income or provide alternative income documentation.\(^9\)

Borrowers applying online may choose to have their tax information transmitted directly from the IRS, without exiting the Department of Education’s online application, which streamlines their application process.

But borrowers needing to use ADOI—those who, for example, have had a spouse lose a job or who have had a recent reduction in hours—must send documentation to their servicer separately, even when they apply online, creating an extra step for them. And this additional step is document intensive: borrowers who use ADOI must document all the taxable income\(^20\) they and their spouse have. The Department of Education instructs borrowers to provide recent\(^21\) paystubs or letters from employers; to provide at least one document for each source of income; to write down the frequency with which they receive the income; and, if documentation is unavailable or the borrower wishes to provide an explanation, to attach a signed statement explaining each source of income.\(^22\)

All told, borrowers who have to apply for IDR with ADOI are required to exert significantly more effort—identifying, gathering, and transmitting documents—than those who can opt to share their information directly from the IRS.
Figure 2: ED’s online tools allow borrowers to have tax information transmitted directly from the IRS\textsuperscript{23}

---

**INCOME-DRIVEN REPAYMENT (IDR) PLAN REQUEST**

1. Application Information
2. Income Information
3. Personal Information
4. Review & Sign

**Access IRS Tax Return Information**

You are required to supply income information to determine your eligibility and calculate your monthly payment amount under an income-driven repayment plan. The IRS Data Retrieval Tool allows you to transfer your IRS tax return information directly into your application, eliminating the need to provide additional supporting documentation about your income. On the IRS Web site, enter the requested information to transfer your IRS tax return information. You will be able to return to StudentAid.gov from the IRS Web site.

**Note:** Your StudentAid.gov session will time out after 30 minutes. If you do not return from the IRS Web site within that time, this request will be cancelled and you will have to start your electronic request from the beginning.

Click on Link to IRS below to navigate to the IRS.

---

Student loan servicers, in turn, review IDR applications and accompanying documentation; assess borrower eligibility; and engage with borrowers. As discussed in the next section, communication between servicers and borrowers related to IDR and especially ADOI is often fraught.
ADOI may not be Adequately Serving Borrowers of Color

Shortcomings of IDR’s Current Design

There is startlingly little publicly available information about how the IDR application process and ADOI in particular are serving borrowers. Despite calls for increased transparency in the student loan servicing industry, neither student loan servicers nor the Department of Education make available data that would allow such analysis. Since 2015, however, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB or the Bureau) has offered insight into failures of the IDR process by sharing input from commenters and consumers, anonymized results of their supervisory findings, and future priorities.

In response to a 2015 request for information about the student loan servicing industry, the Bureau heard from commenters that the IDR application process regularly presents a frustrating and consequential administrative run-around. For example, one commenter wrote:

“Most recently, now that I’m on the IBR repayment plan, for the past 6 months, they have made error after error after error in rejecting my income verification forms despite them being correct; they have now continued to keep me in forbearance even after a supervisor told me 2 months ago I was all clear and had nothing to worry about. Everyone answering their phone calls tells me something different.”

Commenters described servicers’ failure to accurately detail which documents are required to qualify for IDR using ADOI, frequently losing ADOI documents, and repeatedly asking borrowers to provide documents already submitted. The Bureau concluded that these failures resulted in borrowers being unable to access payment relief.

In August 2016, the CFPB issued a report analyzing problems with the IDR application process as revealed in consumer complaints. Borrowers complained to the Bureau about delays in the IDR application process; having applications rejected because of missing information or because their servicer lost paperwork . . . and experiencing these same administrative obstacles during the annual IDR recertification process.
about delays in the IDR application process; having applications rejected because of missing information or because their servicer lost paperwork and failed to communicate about these problems; and experiencing these same administrative obstacles during the annual IDR recertification process.\textsuperscript{28}

One borrower described the impact of IDR application delays as follows:\textsuperscript{29}

“[My servicer] still [has] not completed the processing of my application . . . . This delay . . . is creating a hardship on me, as it is lengthening the amount of time I remain in debt and delays my final repayment date back as many months as [my servicer is] unable to get me into the new repayment plan. I am also enrolled in the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program, so the “clock” on my maximum 10-year repayment time span has essentially stopped. . . .”

The CFPB estimated that IDR-related mistakes and delays could cost a consumer thousands of dollars over the life of a loan.\textsuperscript{30}

Later that year, the CFPB reported it had identified these same issues through its supervisory function. Examiners determined that one or more student loan servicers were denying or failing to approve IDR applications that should have been approved on a regular basis.\textsuperscript{31} The Bureau cited this as an unfair practice and directed corrective measures.

Available information about the IDR application experience, in sum, reveals a process characterized by delays by and frustrations with servicers, reminiscent of the consumer experience with mortgage servicers following the financial crisis.\textsuperscript{32}

The IDR Experience for Borrowers of Color

The failures of IDR’s current design disproportionately and negatively impact borrowers of color. Borrowers of color take on more student debt and struggle more to pay it off than white borrowers do.\textsuperscript{33} The risk of default on student loans is higher for borrowers of color—especially Black borrowers—than it is for their white counterparts.\textsuperscript{34} And this difference is not fully explained by the underlying and persistent racial wealth gap.\textsuperscript{35}

While Black borrowers use IDR at higher rates than other cohorts of borrowers, they still default at higher rates.\textsuperscript{36} Recent analyses have shown that greater percentages of Black and Latino borrowers have fallen behind on at least one federal student loan without enrolling in IDR than their white peers.\textsuperscript{37} This suggests that the number of Black and Latino borrowers who need relief from their student loan payments is greater than the number of
these borrowers who actually enroll in IDR. And the gap between need and access is larger for Black and Latino borrowers than it is for white borrowers.

A recent study of struggling student loan borrowers determined that the incidence of borrowers making suboptimal debt management choices also varies across student gender and ethnicity: specifically, non-white students and male students are more likely to persist with loans in long-term forbearance than to switch to more advantageous repayment arrangements like IDR or loan deferment.\textsuperscript{38} Loan forbearance is designed to be temporary relief for students facing short-term hardship, but it is rarely a good option for borrowers over the long term because unpaid interest continues to accumulate during the forbearance period. Long-term enrollment in forbearance can “dramatically increase” a borrower’s loan obligation.\textsuperscript{39} IDR tends to be significantly better for borrowers with longer-term financial hardship because it allows them to avoid or reduce the costs associated with forbearance and eventually secure loan forgiveness.\textsuperscript{40} This study found that most students facing long-term difficulty continue in forbearance for months—or even years—rather than switching to more favorable plans.\textsuperscript{41} And the authors determined that non-white borrowers and male borrowers were less likely to move to IDR than their white and female peers.

All of this paints a picture of IDR programs that aren't serving all the borrowers that need help and one in which borrowers of color are being disproportionately left out. The CFPB acknowledged these troubling trends when, in 2017, it shared concerns that systemic failures in student loan servicing might have racial implications.\textsuperscript{42}

How many of the problems observed with IDR are attributable to ADOI is not clear from the available data, but Sections IV and V discuss additional reasons that ADOI itself requires closer examination.
Lessons from the Mortgage Market

One doesn’t have to look back far in consumer finance history to find a cautionary tale of racial disparities and consumer harm that serves as a warning for the ADOI process. In response to the financial crisis, federal policymakers created the Home Affordable Mortgage Program (HAMP) in 2009 to help borrowers to avoid foreclosure by modifying loans to a level that was affordable and sustainable. Like IDR, HAMP created a standard modification structure for struggling borrowers and relied on servicers to receive, review, and assess the completeness of documentation; determine borrower eligibility; and communicate with borrowers. Although there were differences between HAMP and IDR, reflective of the differences between mortgage and student lending in general, the similarities described below counsel policymakers today to study the effectiveness and impact of ADOI. While much of the data analyzed for this paper relates to IDR participation generally, HAMP applications provide an instructive parallel to ADOI. The problems encountered with HAMP, discussed below, suggest that ADOI in particular deserves attention as a potentially exclusionary element of the IDR application process.

The Home Affordable Mortgage Program

Like IDR, HAMP was created by the federal government in response to a crisis to help borrowers successfully continue paying off their loans. As with IDR, federal policymakers defined a subset of loans eligible for HAMP modifications. As with IDR, loan servicers were the gatekeepers to HAMP modifications for borrowers. And, as with IDR where a borrower must use ADOI, borrowers were required to submit a series of documents to their servicers to demonstrate eligibility. Borrowers with eligible mortgages had to submit HAMP applications and document for their servicer their current income, assets, and expenses, as well as any specific hardship circumstances. The HAMP application process was often long, paper intensive, and frustrating for borrowers.

Success for a borrower seeking a HAMP modification also looked similar to that of a borrower pursuing IDR: if a borrower's application was accepted and they successfully completed a trial modification period, their servicer would reduce their monthly mortgage payment.
The Impact of HAMP on Borrowers of Color

There is broad consensus on the racially disparate impact of the foreclosure crisis. People of color were hurt more than their white peers by the Great Recession and have faced a more difficult road to rebuild after it. HAMP itself has also been identified as a program that better served white borrowers than it did borrowers of color.

In 2010, the National Community Reinvestment Coalition (NCRC) conducted a survey of distressed homeowners seeking assistance from its Housing Counseling Network. NCRC found that white HAMP-eligible borrowers were almost 50 percent more likely to receive a modification than African-American HAMP-eligible borrowers. Only 24.3 percent of African-American respondents and 32.3 percent of Hispanic or Latino respondents received some kind of modification. In contrast, 36.4 percent of HAMP-eligible white borrowers received a modification. NCRC also found that loan servicers foreclosed on delinquent Black or African-American borrowers more quickly than on delinquent white or Hispanic borrowers. While NCRC did not cover a nationwide sample in its survey, it appropriately read the results to “suggest the need to address barriers impeding eligibility and equitable access.”

In 2011, the California Reinvestment Coalition (CRC) also found disparities in the experience of borrowers seeking HAMP modifications along racial and ethnic lines. Studying data from the U.S. Treasury Department on HAMP loan modification applications and responses to a survey of housing counselors serving borrowers in California, CRC observed that servicers more frequently denied modifications to or canceled trial modifications of borrowers of color than those of white borrowers as a result of “incomplete requests.” More borrowers of color, they determined, were dropping out of the HAMP application process as a result of the paperwork burden than their white counterparts.

In a 2014 report, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) assessed the Treasury Department’s oversight of the internal fair lending controls for four large HAMP servicers. The GAO analyzed HAMP loan-level data for these servicers and identified statistically significant differences in their portfolios related to (1) denials and cancellations of HAMP trial modifications and (2) in the potential for redefault after permanent modifications. Studying available HAMP data through April 2013, the GAO found that, for all four servicers, non-Hispanic African-Americans had a statistically significant higher trial modification denial rate compared to non-Hispanic whites because, according to the servicers, their debt-to-income ratios were less than 31 percent, meaning that...
HAMP modifications weren’t required. The GAO also looked at denials of trial modifications in instances where borrowers had not provided complete information to the servicer and found that those denial rates were significantly higher for Hispanics than for non-Hispanic white borrowers. Finally, the GAO found that non-Hispanic African-Americans had a statistically higher rate of redefault than non-Hispanic white borrowers.57

The GAO could not determine the cause of these disparities and noted that further analysis was necessary, so it recommended Treasury review the internal controls of these four servicers to ensure compliance with fair lending law.

Scholarly analysis of HAMP and its impact on borrowers of color is not uniform,58 and further research is warranted on HAMP’s role in deepening the racial inequities already exacerbated by the foreclosure crisis. Further, studies can only assess how borrowers who applied for HAMP fared in the application process. There is no way to know, for example, how many borrowers chose not to seek mortgage modifications because the process itself was so daunting or because they were simply unaware of the available protections against foreclosure. Indeed, regulators and enforcers are still grappling with how to ensure fairness in mortgage servicing.59 But what these analyses do make clear is that, however well intentioned, the success of programs such as HAMP and IDR with ADOI in providing equitable relief to borrowers may continue to be elusive. As discussed in more detail below, structural reforms that are conscious of the historical shortfalls with these programs may offer an alternative and superior path forward.
Where do IDR and ADOI go Wrong?

One hypothesis for why IDR using ADOI—like HAMP—may disadvantage borrowers of color is that admission into these programs is contingent on surpassing a burdensome administrative hurdle. Myriad studies have shown how administrative burden is negatively correlated with access to social programs. That is, when entrance into programs requires a cumbersome application process, many eligible recipients fail to secure the benefits and protections for which they are eligible under the law. This phenomenon has been observed in the context of IDR. More recent research, however, suggests that administrative burden alone does not account for discrepancies in the use of IDR by race.

Scholarship is rich with examples of how administrative burden across a variety of industries creates a harmful barrier to entry, in some cases rising to the level of “administrative exclusion:” nonparticipation attributable to how a program is run rather than an applicant’s preferences or their substantive eligibility status. Prospective applicants may not be aware of how to apply or get started; they may be deterred by the excessive paperwork required or worn down by having to re-submit repeatedly lost documentation; and they may find the experience unduly stressful. Research has shown that administrative burdens limit access to food assistance benefits, unemployment insurance, and Medicaid. Each of these programs requires prospective beneficiaries to apply and demonstrate their need according to a specific—and often extensive—administrative process, which creates a burden. As a result, the rate of successful enrollment and persistence in these programs is far below the near-universal participation rates for programs like Social Security and Medicare.

Research has also shown that administrative burdens fall hardest on people of color. Requiring applicants to “prove” their eligibility with intensive documentation has been shown to exclude people of color in the context of immigration, voting, and benefits access. This same impact exists in areas like unemployment insurance. For example, during the Great Recession, despite the fact that unemployment rates were much higher for Black workers than other racial groups, Black workers had the lowest rates of receipt of unemployment insurance benefits: 23.8 percent compared to 33.2 percent among non-Hispanic white workers.
Conversely, decreasing the administrative burden for access has been shown to increase the take-up of social programs. For example, when California adopted an Electronic Benefit Transfer debit card for food stamp benefit disbursement, participation in the program increased substantially.\textsuperscript{69} Similarly, when prospective college students were given guidance to complete applications for federal financial aid for postsecondary school, their applications and actual college enrollment numbers increased substantially.\textsuperscript{70}

One study has shown this is true in the very context of IDR enrollment. In 2017, a major student loan servicer provided pre-populated IDR applications that could be signed and returned electronically to a randomly-selected group of distressed borrowers.\textsuperscript{71} Data from that experiment shows that IDR enrollment rates for those borrowers increased by 34 percentage points relative to borrowers in a control group. Those borrowers also experienced a drop in monthly payments, a significantly reduced likelihood of default, and an increase in credit card spending, reflecting increased liquidity. Removing administrative burden has concrete and positive consequences.

Recent scholarship suggests, however, that lowering administrative burden, while an important element of increasing access to IDR, may not be sufficient to eliminate racial discrepancies. The study discussed in Section III on borrowers persisting in disadvantageous long-term forbearance also tested possible reasons that non-white borrowers and male borrowers more frequently make suboptimal choices for their debt repayment. The authors compared rates at which borrowers move from forbearance to IDR with the rates at which they move from forbearance to deferment status, a move that poses no additional administrative burden.\textsuperscript{72} They found that non-white borrowers and male borrowers were equally unlikely to move to IDR as to deferment, suggesting that borrower aversion to the administrative paperwork required by the IDR application cannot fully explain the divergence in behavior based on race or gender. Rather, the authors posit that servicer behavior explains the differences in borrower enrollment in IDR. Specifically, they conclude that “in-group altruism” on the part of individual servicing representatives explains the observed borrower patterns.\textsuperscript{73} That is, because servicer representatives are primarily female and white, they are more likely to assist distressed borrowers who are also female and white, and this helpful treatment results in those borrowers disproportionately moving to better payment plans.\textsuperscript{74}
Recommendations

Whatever precise mix of servicer gatekeeping and administrative exclusion is the root cause of the apparent racial discrepancies in access to IDR, particularly for those borrowers applying with ADOI, the experience of borrowers should raise alarm bells for policymakers and enforcers alike. The shortcomings of HAMP further counsel that the design of ADOI—a document-intensive process through which borrowers are required to prove to a loan servicer that they are eligible for government assistance—deserves in-depth investigation. This section presents four recommendations for policymakers and enforcers:

- **The Department of Education should bring to bear its expertise in civil rights as it embarks on rulemaking to improve IDR.**75 Specifically, the Department’s Office of Civil Rights (OCR) should engage in this policymaking, as promoting equal access to IDR is a civil rights issue squarely in line with OCR’s mission of “ensur[ing] equal access to education and promote educational excellence throughout the nation through vigorous enforcement of civil rights.”76 Potentially racially disparate outcomes for student borrowers who apply for IDR using ADOI require analysis. The Department of Education should be actively looking for ways to lower the barriers to entry to IDR for borrowers—including lessening the administrative burden of application—and OCR can help do this with a civil rights frame.

- **The CFPB should address student loan servicer behavior using its rulemaking power.**77 As with mortgages, servicers in the student loan industry wield tremendous power over the borrower experience. Servicers act as “gatekeepers to the myriad features of student loans, particularly federal student loans, that purport to make these financial products safe for consumers.”78 As it did for mortgage servicers, the Bureau should write clear rules for student loan servicers that curb the type of behavior hurting borrowers in the IDR application process. By setting standards for application processing, establishing timelines, and requiring communication with borrowers, rulemaking can address the unnecessary delays and paperwork burdens that currently characterize an IDR application. Clear and consistent standards would also limit both preferential and discriminatory treatment by servicing representatives that currently characterize IDR applications and especially those using ADOI.
Federal and state enforcers and regulators should examine, investigate, and take appropriate action to look at disparities in access to IDR and particularly those resulting from borrower use of ADOI. The CFPB has the authority to enforce the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and, in 2016, announced that it planned to prioritize fair lending compliance as part of its oversight of the student loan industry. It should make good on that promise. The Bureau can also investigate and, where appropriate, take enforcement action to address abuses by student loan servicers. Disparate treatment of borrowers falls squarely with the Bureau's enforcement mandate. State attorneys general can also act independently of the Bureau to address discriminatory servicer behavior by bringing ECOA actions under 12 U.S. Code § 5552. With the end of the COVID-19 forbearance looming in February 2022, this oversight is more important than ever.

Federal and state regulators should prioritize market monitoring focused on the servicing practices that govern IDR access and persistence. Using existing authority to collect and publish data about company-specific practices at financial services firms, state and federal regulators should focus on the student loan servicing industry and, in particular, practices related to enrollment and persistence in IDR, including the processing of ADOI. In 2017, the Bureau took public comment but never finalized a market monitoring proposal that covered these practices but did not explicitly consider borrowers' race or gender. In 2020, California enacted a law that gives its Department of Financial Protection and Innovation the authority to do similar market monitoring of student loan servicers, but explicitly authorizes regulatory scrutiny of “[t]he extent, if any, to which the risks of a student loan or the servicing of a student loan disproportionately affect traditionally underserved consumers.” By shining a light on diversity in market participants' handling of IDR enrollment and recertification, new collected data can help shape regulators' enforcement, oversight, and rulemaking priorities and allow independent financial regulators to better advise the U.S. Department of Education as to the risks posed by student loan industry practices.
Conclusion

IDR was created to help struggling student borrowers modify their loan payments and ultimately get out from under crushing debt. But as currently designed, IDR’s application process for borrowers who have to use ADOI has yet to live up to this promise for many who need relief. There is reason to believe borrowers of color are faring worse than their white peers. The deeply unequal recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic adds new urgency to understanding and solving this problem as a wave of job losses, reductions in hours, and other unanticipated changes in income force more and more student borrowers to navigate this process while facing an uncertain economic future. Policymakers should look to lessons from the mortgage crisis in writing rules to improve IDR and standardize the servicing practices surrounding it. And enforcers should ensure compliance by servicers with existing fair lending law and regulation by exercising their oversight and enforcement power.
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